EDITOR’S NOTE

_In the name of Allah, the most Merciful, the most Beneficent_

We bow our heads with gratitude towards Almighty Allah (S.W.T.) seeing that the Previous Issues of IIUC Journal have been enthusiastically received by the scholars at home & abroad. We do welcome all of them and are absolutely committed to continue our ceaseless efforts to uphold the quality of the Journal.

IIUC Studies is rather like a baby in the field of Research Journal, however, with a strong resolution for employing its continuous efforts for keeping up the characteristics of a standard Research Journal through ensuring the quality of the articles published therein.

After going through a strict screening process around 50% of the total articles which were submitted to the Editorial Board have been found suitable for publication.

Though submission of articles is restricted to the contributors who are directly involved with IIUC as its regular staff members or adjunct the contributors from different foreign Universities with which IIUC has signed Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) like IIUM, MMU, IIUI etc. are especially encouraged for participation in the journal.

Due to observance of some necessary formalities for publishing the Journal this Issue is delayed by few months. We shall try to publish the coming issues in time.

We have strong expectation that our Academic Staff Members would enthusiastically participate in this Journal through their creative, original and quality research articles.

May Allah (S.W.T.) help us all with best of _Tawfiq_.

_(Prof. Dr. Abu Bakr Rafique)_
Editor, IIUC Studies
International Islamic University Chittagong